Driving more direct business to the hotel’s website is a top strategic goal of most hotel chains
across the globe. However, the success with Internet Booking Engines (IBEs) and metasearch
referrals to the IBE vary to a large extent by region for various reasons. During the COVID-19
pandemic, the share of mobile direct bookings showed a significant increase. This is only one
trend among many others identified.
h2c’s Global IBE & Metasearch study aims to highlight the current state of hotel booking
engines by taking a deep dive into the required IBE features and functionalities. In addition,
the utilization of metasearch channels for driving more direct traffic to the IBE is analyzed. The
study builds on detailed insights obtained from an online survey as well as expert interviews
with hotel chains in Europe, Middle East & Africa, Asia Pacific and the Americas. In order to
outline future requirements, h2c’s research has a focus on the chains’ satisfaction level and
major pain points with their current IBE and metasearch solutions.
The impetus for this study is based on the hotels’ increasing demand to improve their bottom
line, ideally by delivering more personalized services to their guests. Especially small, but also
regional/medium-sized hotel chains are still struggling to gain more bookings via their direct
online channels. However, the current crisis provides some opportunities for accommodation
providers e.g., the provision of unique (health related) content assigned to the property,
services and destination. H2c’s study results shall help to better understand the hotel chains’
requirements, enabling distribution providers to identify functionality and service gaps in order
to prioritize their developments. For hotel chains, h2c’s research highlights untapped
innovation areas with the potential to improve competitiveness and stand out from the crowd.

For the full year 2019, the Internet Booking Engine (IBE) share averaged 19% of
total revenue across all hotel chains participating in our study. Online travel
agencies (OTAs) reached 37%, which is nearly double the size (see Figure 1).
Although online penetration now represents well over half of all sales (56%), the
IBE has not grown its share versus OTAs over the past 5 years (h2c research),
dwelling at about one third of total online business. Over the same period, GDS
revenue held a rather stable 8% share. With the remaining 37%, Offline still
represents a significant portion of the hotels’ turnover—at the same level as
OTAs.

The outlook: COVID-19 has stimulated online shopping to a large extent, which is
expected to have a positive impact on hotel IBE revenues. Continuously changing
content (e.g., travel regulations, contact-free services) make the hotel website
more informative for guests, driving competitive advantage versus OTAs.
A healthy 36% mobile share of total IBE revenue in 2019 was further boosted by
the pandemic, resulting in significant gains according to data obtained from
interviewees and our study partners. Mobile cannot be overemphasized.
Innovative mobile websites/apps featuring “real-time” content are what the
future calls for.

Data for Figure 2 was provided by D-EDGE and is based on nearly 3300 hotel clients
worldwide. All figures are indexed, where January 2020 represents 100.
COVID-19 had a devasting impact on Gross Booking Value (GBV) from February till April
2020, when GBV accounted for less than 10% of January revenues. The recovery peaked in
July, whit total GBV reaching about 50% of its January index value. As the pandemic has
not come under control throughout wide parts of Europe and other parts of the world,
GBV dropped to a new low in September. The outlook not only for direct bookings, but for
all hotel sales remains bleak as local lockdowns leave guests unsettled in their decision to
book accommodation.
When comparing online bookings by device, Mobile IBE sales performed much better than
Desktop. In July 2020, Mobile sales almost reached their January levels. In support of
Mobile’s strong growth in general, the forced home stays and home office work have
brought an additional boost to the usage of mobile devices for hotel bookings. Not only
from D-EDGE, but also from Triptease (study partner), we have clear indications that
Mobile has performed extremely well during the crisis.

Hotel chains invest in creating and maintaining unique content that sets them
apart from standardized OTA website displays. The survey question shown in
Figure 3 refers to static content, in particular images and amenities, but also other
static content like destination descriptions; rates and availability (dynamic
content) are excluded.
Nearly six in 10 chains feature unique or additional content on their IBE versus
OTAs. Only 3% of the hotel chains stated that OTAs feature more content than
they do on their websites.

As the COVID-19 crisis further progressed, many hotel chains previously offering
lower prices (either public or closed/loyalty rates) on their website versus OTAs
rowed back to a rate parity strategy. However, survey findings reveal that 27% of
all hotel chains do not maintain a rate parity strategy (see Figure 4). About two
thirds (65%) of those chains experienced a conversion increase with the employed
strategy.
On the other hand, for hotel chains that fully comply with the OTAs’ rate parity
clauses, the share of chains that have improved conversion is lower (46%). 30% of
the respondents answered “I don’t know”, presumably because they’ve always
maintained price parity, missing out on a comparison.

Maintaining a rate parity strategy is often involved with complexities (e.g., when
using too many room and rate types or controlling wholesaler rates). Two thirds
of hotel chains said the IBE does not fully support their revenue strategy.
Chains were asked if they would offer individual pricing per channel if their
contractual OTA terms would allow for this. 68% of all respondents answered Yes,
which confirms the continued dominance of OTAs.

Three in 4 hotel chains (75%) utilize a semi-customizable IBE. In this case, the
front-end (booking engine) is provided by a PMS, CRS or other technology
company (see Figure 5). Proven technology can be employed quickly at a
reasonable cost, but at the expense of high individuality.
Fully customizable IBEs are employed by a minority of hotel chains (25%), where
the front-end is designed by the chain/web agency, and the technology company
provides the respective API connectivity. This type of IBE is often more difficult to
maintain as hotel chains need to invest in resources for design, consumer trends
research and technology.

The high adaption rate of semi-customizable IBEs seems to result in lower
personalization and customization options. Both functions are the top two pain
points mentioned by hotel chains with their existing IBE. Exactly these two
underdeveloped features are crucial to effectively compete against OTAs.
On average, the IBE is replaced every five years. However, the term is a bit shorter
for semi-customizable IBEs.
The IBE conversion rates have improved over the past few years e.g., Conversion
rate 1 (No. of bookings vs. No. of website visits) increased from 1.1 % in 2015 to
1.9% in 2019, with Conversion rate 2 (No. of IBE visits vs. No. of bookings)
reaching 6.8% in 2019 (see Figure 4).

Figure 6 shows the major pain points with the implemented IBE solutions. Limited
personalization is by far the most mentioned critical functionality (71%), defined
as Tier 1.
Then follows the Tier 2 group (averaging around 40% of all responses), which
includes customization options, group & block functionalities and multi-property
functionalities—all three lack competitive edge to a similar degree.
Also critical are the Tier 3 challenges (approximately 30% of mentions),
comprising of upselling functions, the inability to support the hotel chain’s rate
strategy, integration and reporting issues as well as mobile feature gaps.

The integration between the IBE and CRS works better for most hotel chains
compared with a PMS integration. Nevertheless, property management systems
still rank comparatively high in terms of IBE integration (see Figure 7).
The opposite is the case for customer relationship management systems. IBE
integration with CRM and loyalty systems is insufficient. Only 16% of respondents
rate their CRM integration as very good and good.
Although loyalty program integration is rated better than CRM integration, it still
lacks functionality. Today, loyalty penetration is still rather low, especially for
smaller chains. Of all participating hotel chains, only four in 10 (39%) have a
loyalty program in place.

When it comes to the implementation of AI for acquiring guests on the
IBE/website, only one in 10 of all hotel chains are using AI today, mainly larger
chains. None of the medium-sized chains participating in our survey had
implemented AI strategies that support their IBE/website technology (see Figure
8).
For those employing AI, the main usage areas are chat and voice, price & image
displays and yield tactics. Four in five chains using AI have increased their direct
revenue via AI supported services/offers. AI has great potential in hospitality and
is expected to gain more relevance over the next 24 months.

Metasearch is widely used across hotel chains. Eight in 10 of all chains use
metasearch channels for driving traffic to their IBE.
Information obtained from interviews revealed that some hotel chains had
suspended metasearch bidding during the very active period of the COVID-19
crisis. These cost saving measures are expected to gradually vanish along with a
market recovery.
As metasearch bidding requires special skill sets, more than half of all hotel chains
use a third party (either their IBE provider, an external specialist, or a combination
of both) for managing their bidding process (see Figure 10).

It comes as no surprise that Google Hotel Ads takes the leading position in hotel
metasearch (h2c’s Global CRS Study highlighted this development back in 2017).
Trivago ranks as the second most important meta channel, closely followed by
TripAdvisor with a 2.4 score and 2.5, respectively (see Figure 11).
On average, metasearch channels generate 4.9% of total IBE revenue across the
globe. Europe and the Americas show the highest shares with 5.7% in both
regions. Asia Pacific generates the lowest IBE revenue share (2.2%), while the
Middle East & Africa stand at 2.9%.

Our study partner Triptease provided the data for Figure 12 which is based on
3,000 hotel clients worldwide. The chart shows how the IBE conversion rate
correlates with the hotel chain’s rate strategy.
Metasearch revenue generation is strongly dependent on the rate parity level a
hotel chain maintains (see definition in the footnote). When hotel rates are in
parity most of the time (shown on left side of the chart), the metasearch share of
IBE revenue does not increase.
With cheaper rates offered on the hotel website, the metasearch revenue share
grows significantly and can even double if rates are held low permanently (right
side of the chart).

Although a shift in channel shares seems unlikely, slowly but surely more independence from
OTAs must be established. For example, individual pricing per channel or other direct booking
benefits can be a differentiator.
Personalized offers are far less available and rank lower in priority than expected from an
industry with deep guest engagement. Vendors are called upon to provide easy-to-implement,
open tech solutions.
Online penetration is high, accounting for more than half of total sales today. We are seeing a
major (COVID-induced) boost in mobile bookings which needs a refreshed focus.
AI has not found a large base in hotel sales and operations yet. Although hotel chains
recognize the value, AI implementation remains on their wish list. The early adopters of AI
supported services/offers experienced an increase in revenue, which will motivate others to
follow.
Metasearch has the potential to further boost the direct channel. Google Hotel Ads is rapidly
advancing into a near-monopoly positioning. Hotels and vendors alike must monitor this
closely and keep their strategies flexible. The hotel’s rate strategy combined with a good IBE
conversion rate are both strong metasearch growth indicators.

This study combines the findings from an online survey (completed by 63 executives of global
and regional hotel chains), 16 executive interviews with hotel chains and, 16 interviews with
technology providers including sponsors and one industry expert. Some findings are
complemented by h2c’s secondary research. In total, the study includes the answers of 76
unique hotel chains and covers the following regions: Europe, Middle East & Africa, Asia Pacific
and The Americas. The study participants are from various functions including Distribution,
Sales & Marketing, IT, Revenue and, Operations.
Designed on a global level, the study has a fair distribution across hotel categories by star
rating and hotel chain type (global and regional). The surveyed 76 hotel chains, whereof the
majority is regional, represent more than 9,575 properties and 1,361,214 rooms worldwide
(see Figure 13). A loyalty program is available at 39% of all hotel chains (34% small, 45%
medium-sized and 56% large chains).
N.B.: The survey was started prior to COVID-19 in February 2020. Thus, some answers were
received prior to the crisis, but most were acquired in summer when the hotel chains resumed
work.

Figure 13: Interviewee Profiles

Q1: What kind of hospitality company do you represent? N = 76. Note: Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding. Includes
Voluntary Hotel Chains across all 3 segments (5% share of properties).
Definitions
Small Hotel Chain:
Operates between 3 and 29 properties (branded or unbranded)
Medium-sized Hotel Chain: Operates between 30 and 99 branded properties
Large Hotel Chain:
Operates at least 100 branded properties

The following companies have sponsored h2c’s Global IBE & Metasearch Study:

Travelers crave personalized and authentic experiences. Amadeus solutions help hospitality
providers acquire, service, and retain guests by profitability driving demand and converting
them into loyal fans. Backed by over 30 years of experience, we design open, cutting-edge
software to provide the most efficient, trusted, and reliable systems for our customers. For
more information, visit amadeus-hospitality.com.

Busy Rooms CRS offers an adaptable, customizable, brandable, and scalable cloud-based
platform designed to be the control center for our Customers’ daily sales, marketing, and
revenue management activities of multi-property (groups) and independent accommodations.
For more information, visit busy-rooms.com.

D-EDGE is a SaaS company offering cloud-based e-commerce solutions to more than 12,000
hotels in over 100 countries. Combining technical excellence with digital marketing expertise,
D-EDGE brings a holistic hospitality technology infrastructure under one roof. Its integrated
range of solutions -CRS, Guest Management, Data Intelligence, Connectivity Hub, Digital Media
and Website Creation- covers all stages of hotel distribution. For more information, visit dedge.com.

Pegasus combines high-tech innovation with high-touch service to give hoteliers more control
over their revenue and distribution strategy than ever before. Following their merger with
Travel Tripper, Pegasus enables hoteliers to better connect with their guests through an
innovative and flexible platform of Reservations, E-commerce, Global Sales, and Business
Intelligence solutions that help hotels drive demand and increase revenue and profitability,
including the Pegasus CRS, named Best CRS 2020 by Hotel Tech Report. For more information,
visit pegasus.io.

Sabre Hospitality Solutions is the leading technology provider for the hospitality industry,
serving more than 40,000 hotels, resorts, and chains spanning 160 countries. From
independent properties that need a true marketing partner to large global chains who
understand that selecting the right technology partner rely on SHS to remain focused on what
matters most – optimizing revenue across all channels while improving the guest experience.
For more information, visit sabrehospitality.com.

Vertical Booking is online booking software for Independent Hotels and Chains.
The most complete and flexible CRS (Central Reservation System) solution on the market to
manage reservations on all channels, with special marketing tools to optimize revenue.
The back office is easy to use, complete and provides intuitive and detailed graphic reports to
help control and manage the system. For more information, visit verticalbooking.com.

The following companies have partnered with h2c, providing additional information to finalize
our Global IBE & Metasearch study:

80 DAYS are leaders in luxury travel marketing. We work with over 500 hotels around the world,
including some of the most prestigious names in the fields of travel and hospitality. For more
information, visit eighty-days.com.

Triptease is a SaaS startup building industry-leading software for the hotel industry. Its platform helps
more than 10,000 hotels – such as Best Western, Hyatt and Virgin Hotels – connect with guests directly
and capture more bookings on their website. The Triptease Platform is built to help hotels take back
control of their distribution and increase their direct revenue. Triptease’s proprietary algorithms identify
a hotel's most valuable guests then work across the entire customer journey - from acquisition to
conversion - to make sure they book directly at the hotel. For more information, visit triptease.com.

Founded in 2001, h2c provides professional services that help hotel chains enhance their marketing and
distribution performance. Our Mission: “H2c inspires success in hospitality commerce. Our passion to
translate marketplace complexities into actionable strategies shapes our relationships. The goal: clients
are confidently in control.” For more information, please visit our website.
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